
For a limited time, you can get 

10% off on your digital learning 

subscription. Use promo code 

LEARN10 at checkout. 

Save 10% on Cloud Training

Start saving now

If you like to start projects with a 

blank sheet of paper and build 

something exciting, IBM Cloud 

Architect could be the role for 

you. In this episode of the IBM 

“Expert TV” series, we explore

how you can learn the latest

technologies and best practices 

for IBM Cloud architecture. 

Additional resources: you can 

use the Webcast to plan and 

prepare for the Cloud Architect

certification

Expert TV: How to design 

and build on cloud

Watch the episode

Get ready to learn

IBM Center for Cloud Training 

is excited to announce the 

introduction of new learning 

paths: DevSecOps and Advanced 

Architect. These courses will be 

available starting in Q1 2022.

The Cloud Scoop:

New cloud courses

Security is indispensable for 

effective cloud computing. Learn 

how to design, build and manage 

secure cloud solutions with the 

new IBM Cloud Security Engineer 

Specialty Certification. 

Learn how to identify and 

remediate vulnerabilities,

respond to security incident 

escalations and proactively

engineer security and 

compliance best practices with 

the new specialty certification.

New Certification: IBM Cloud 

Security Engineer Specialty

Read the blog

Give your organization a 

competitive advantage by

extending your hybrid cloud to

access data and run applications 

where it makes the most sense—

all while maintaining consistent, 

centralized management.

Run your cloud anywhere

with IBM Cloud Satellite

Extend your reach

IBM Study Jams keep you on the right track to help you prepare for the 

certification exams. They include online classes, study guides, and 

sample exam questions that reinforce key knowledge required for 

certification. 

Study Jams are ongoing programs, so you can sign up whenever you’re 

ready. And the self-paced format is designed to fit your already busy 

schedule, so you can complete the training when it’s convenient for you.

The Study Jam for IBM Cloud Professional Architect is a perfect example of

how we provide condensed content from the preparation course that is 

focused to help you pass.

Spotlight on IBM Study Jams

Find out more

Take your IBM Cloud 

career to a new level. 

Find the right path to

move your career forward. 

IBM has introductory and 

advanced courses to build 

your skills in the Cloud.

  
Explore our role-based training 

Join the IBM Cloud Training 

Discussion Forum

IBM Center for Cloud Training
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